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Novak Djokovic has cut back his schedule as he targets Roger Federer and Rafael Nadal's Grand Slam tally of 20 majors.
Novak Djokovic has eyes on Roger Federer and Rafael Nadal's Grand Slam tally
Roger Federer has not yet reached his top level when it comes to fitness. Long-term coach Severin Lüthi said this a few days ago on Swiss television. Roger Federer has made two appearances so far this ...
Roger Federer - fitness not yet at the top level
Things have been quiet for 20-time Major winner Roger Federer of late. But his fans will soon get to watch the Swiss maestro in action, as he recently confirmed his participation at the upcoming ...
"Fitness is going to be the biggest factor for Roger Federer going forward because he won't lose his artistry with the racket" - Jim Courier
Roger Federer is "still lagging behind" in his bid to regain full fitness following his long injury-enforced absence, according to his coach Severin Luthi.
Roger Federer’s coach gives fitness update ahead of Swiss great’s clay-court comeback
Men's chief selector, Roger Harper, has argued that the number of players losing their central retainer contracts for the upcoming year is a reflection of the lack of consistency in West Indies ...
Roger Harper worries inconsistency impacting international standards
Roger Federer is still working to regain full fitness as he returns from knee surgery, but is on schedule to return at the Gonet Geneva Open in three weeks, according to his coaches. "In conditioning, ...
Roger Federer "behind" on fitness but still expects Geneva return
The T3 Awards 2021 shortlist has been revealed by our sister publication, T3.With the tech brand turning 25 years old in September, this year's awards show will be the biggest in its history, with 94 ...
T3 Awards 2021 shortlist revealed
Best Buy's 4 day sale comes to an end tonight, which means there's just a few hours left to scoop up some excellent discounts on top tech and planet-friendly goodies. We're still seeing plenty on the ...
This massive Best Buy sale ends today: save on laptops, 4K TVs, headphones and more
Persuasion is a crucial component of the courtship ritual needed to overcome contact aversion. In fruit flies, it is well established that the male courtship song prompts receptivity in female flies, ...
Male courtship song drives escape responses that are suppressed for successful mating
Cricket West Indies (CWI) chief selector Roger Harper has said that Shimron Hetmyer is talented, but his performances haven't been up to the mark. “I still think Shimron (Hetmyer) is the type of ...
Roger Harper concerned about Shimron Hetmyer not being able to maximise his potential
Ivan Ljubicic spoke about the current form of Roger Federer in an interview with Gazetto dello Sport - and painted an extremely positive picture. "When it comes to fitness, Roger is still a bit behind ...
Ivan Ljubicic on Roger Federer: "aim to play as many matches as possible"
New Zealand Warriors coach Nathan Brown believes there is an obvious gap in one key factor separating the top teams in the competition from the rest. Brown's inexperienced side went down 42-20 to the ...
'We've got to catch up': Nathan Brown laments obvious gap between the top five teams and the rest of the NRL
Roger Federer has confirmed he will play in this year's French Open as he continues his return from injury. Federer, 39, is making his comeback after two knee operations and has not played a Grand ...
Roger Federer: Swiss legend confirms he will play Roland Garros in 2021
Roger Federer is on track for a return later this month at his home Geneva event and then the French Open. Federer, who has played just one event this year — a loss in the second round of Doha to ...
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